## MLA Practice Template

1. **Author.**
   Last name, rest of name.

2. **Title of source.**
   ITALICIZE if book, website, album; QUOTES if article, poem, song, episode of TV show or a part of a larger whole

### CONTAINER 1

3. **Title of container,**
   ITALICIZE. Examples: Book collection, periodical, TV series, entire website

4. **Other contributors,**
   Editors, translators. Also, adapters, directors, performers, etc., depending on purpose.

5. **Version,**
   Edition, version number, "Director’s Cut," etc.

6. **Number,**
   Volume, issue
   TV: season 4, episode 10

7. **Publisher,**
   multiple separated by /
   not needed for periodicals, works published by author/editor, web sites with same title as publisher, web sites not involved in creating the work (YouTube, library databases such as JSTOR—these are containers)

8. **Publication date,**
   Library databases such as JSTOR—these are containers

9. **Location.**
   pages, URL, or DOI

### CONTAINER 2

3. **Title of container,**
   Repeat any information for secondary containers.

4. **Other contributors,**
   An article in a journal found in a library database such as JSTOR would have JSTOR as the second container.

5. **Version,**
   An episode of TV show watched on Hulu would have Hulu as the second container.

6. **Number,**

7. **Publisher,**

8. **Publication date,**

9. **Location.**
   URL or DOI for the second container.

---